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Substantial evidence supports the conclusion by the Board of Immigration

Appeals (“BIA”) that Orellana-Orellana did not suffer past persecution on account
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of political opinion.  The BIA found no evidence that he “openly expressed his

disagreement with gang ideology or voiced anti-gang beliefs to any gang in El

Salvador” or that he “participated in anti-gang activities.”   See Santos-Lemus v.

Mukasey, 542 F.3d 738, 747 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that resistance to gang

violence in El Salvador does not constitute a political opinion, absent evidence that

the resistance was politically motivated).  The record supports the finding.

The BIA did not err in concluding that Orellana-Orellana failed to establish

that he had a well-founded fear of future persecution on account of his membership

in a social group, namely, Salvadorans who refused gang membership, but were

forcibly recruited, and fled El Salvador.  See Santos-Lemus, 542 F.3d at 745-46

(holding that “young Salvadoran men who resist gang violence and intimidation”

are not a particular social group); Arteaga v. Mukasey, 511 F.3d 940, 945 (9th Cir.

2007) (“‘Tattooed gang member’ falls outside the Ninth Circuit’s definition of

social group.”). 

Substantial evidence supports the BIA’s conclusion that Orellana-Orellana is

not likely to suffer future persecution on account of his membership in his

stepmother’s family.  The record contains no evidence that the gang knew of his

relation to his stepmother or that they targeted his extended family.
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Finally, substantial evidence supports the BIA’s conclusion that Orellana-

Orellana does not face a clear probability of torture by or with the acquiescence of

the Salvadoran government upon his return, particularly given that he did not

report threats or mistreatment to the police.  See Santos-Lemus, 542 F.3d at 748

(denying protection under the Convention Against Torture where the petitioner

failed to report gang violence to the police).

PETITION DENIED.


